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Abstract—Face recognition is one of the most widely used
biometric systems due to its non-intrusive, natural and easy to
use characteristics. However, automatic face recognition becomes
very challenging whenever the acquisition conditions are uncon-
strained. In order to enhance the robustness of face recognition
under challenging conditions, this paper proposes to adopt a
cohort-based score normalization procedure. Specifically, the
polynomial regression-based cohort normalization is extended
to the unconstrained face pair matching problem. Extensive
experiments conducted on the LFW benchmark demonstrate
the effectiveness of cohort normalization on this challenging
scenario. Furthermore, we advance the state of the art in cohort
normalization by providing a better understanding of its discrim-
inative cohort behavior. In particular, we find that the cohort
information alone has a certain discriminative power which is
just marginally worse than the raw matching score. A larger
cohort set size gives more stable and often better results to a point
before the performance saturates and slightly reduces. Finally,
the experimental results on both the FRGC ver 2.0 database
(lab face verification) and the LFW database (wild face pair
matching) show that cohort samples of different quality indeed
produce different cohort normalization performance. Generally,
for matching faces captured under lab environments, using cohort
samples of good quality leads to much better performance than
using bad cohort samples. However, for matching wild faces,
using wild cohort achieves the best performance.
Index Terms—Biometric verification, face recognition, cohort
score normalization.
I. INTRODUCTION
PEOPLE naturally recognize others from their face appear-ance. The human visual system is capable of performing
this task very quickly and almost effortlessly. The current
automatic face recognition systems can also perform this task
reasonably well in a number of practical applications, whenev-
er the face image capture process is controlled or constrained
[1]. However, several challenges still need to be addressed for
unconstrained face recognition. In this setting, the face images
of the same person appear very differently due to variability in
the acquisition environment (e.g., under different illumination
conditions), facial expression, the interaction with the face
acquisition device (causing different poses) and the alteration
of the face traits due to either natural factors [2] or plastic
surgery [3]. In order to deal with these variations effectively,
earlier efforts have mainly been devoted to recognizing faces
collected in controlled lab environments. A number of face
databases have been assembled to understand the effect of
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variability due to head poses, lighting conditions, expressions
and occlusions. With these databases, many face recognition
algorithms have been developed. According to the type of
features used, the existing algorithms can be broadly classified
into holistic and local methods. Subspace [4] and manifold
[5] learning methods are two representative holistic methods.
Local methods include the widely used Gabor wavelets [6],
local binary patterns (LBP) [7] and scale-invariant feature
transform (SIFT) [8]. With these developed algorithms, face
recognition in controlled conditions has achieved impressive
improvement in performance over the years [9].
Face recognition in the unconstrained setting has two impor-
tant applications: surveillance and semantic web search. With
the popularity and increasing number of video surveillance
cameras installed in public venues, face recognition is no
doubt an important instrument in the fight against crime. At
the same time, social web sites such as Picasa and Facebook
have generated an unprecedented volume of photos and videos.
Automatic face recognition will play an increasingly important
role in understanding these media contents by solving the
identity recognition problem. For instance, photo tagging is a
convenient feature that allows the end user to retrieve photos
of friends and family quickly. The face images in the above
applications are often captured in uncontrolled environments.
These applications call for more robust automatic face recog-
nition algorithms [10].
Face recognition can refer to a number of different tasks
including, but not limited to: face identification, face verifica-
tion and face pair matching [11]. Given a probe face image (or
video), face identification aims to establish the identity of the
individual from a gallery set of users. In face verification, the
goal is to decide whether the identity of a submitted (query)
face image (or video) is the same as the one claimed by the
user. Similarly, face pair matching aims to determine whether
two pictures represent the same individual or not. While for
face identification and verification some statistical information
on the user distributions as well as more images can be
collected and available, in the case of face pair matching, the
only available information is the photometric data contained
in the two pictures. The lack of additional information makes
face pair matching particularly difficult.
In this paper, we will consider the face pair matching
problem and will use the Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW)
database [12]. It is a relatively new benchmark for evaluating
algorithms for unconstrained face pair matching. Faces in this
database are collected from news articles in the web embed-
ding an enormous variability. Fig. 1 shows some matching
(two images are from the same person) and non-matching (two
pictures are of different subjects) pairs from this database.
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Fig. 1. Examples of matching and non-matching pairs from the LFW
database.
In recent years, cohort samples (identities of cohort samples
are different from those of samples being compared) have been
extensively used to improve the recognition performance of a
biometric expert [13], [14]. These approaches have often been
referred to as cohort score normalization. In this paper, we
exploit the usefulness of this approach for matching face image
pairs, captured under unconstrained conditions. In particular,
it is worth showing whether post-processing the raw matching
scores using cohort normalization can achieve performance
which is comparable to the state-of-the-art algorithms for un-
constrained face pair matching. In addition, to achieve a better
understanding of cohort behavior, an extensive experimental
exploration on both the LFW database and the FRGC ver2.0
database [15] will be presented.
This paper encompasses a preliminary work reported in
[16] and yet provides a better understanding of discriminative
cohort behavior. The main contributions are as follows:
1) Picture-specific cohort normalization for face pair match-
ing. For each picture in the image pair, an exclusive cohort
score list is composed. Some discriminative information is
then extracted from the two cohort score lists for score
normalization.
2) Comparison with the state-of-the-art methods. The pro-
posed system is compared against the state-of-the-art algo-
rithms using the LFW database.
3) Better understanding the behavior of cohort normaliza-
tion. In particular, four important questions are addressed:
A. How much discriminative information is contained in the
cohort samples alone? This discriminative information
is empirically quantified in terms of Equal Error Rate
(EER) [17].
B. How do the choice and the size of the cohort set affect
the normalization performance?
C. What if we use cohort samples of different quality for
score normalization?
D. Should a cohort set contain subjects as many as possible
(each subject with the fewest possible samples) or as
few as possible (each subject with the utmost possible
number of samples)?
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, a concise literature review is reported on
unconstrained face recognition and cohort score normalization.
A. Unconstrained Face Recognition
Since its release in 2008, the LFW database has received
a considerable attention. Several algorithms were developed,
specifically for handling large amounts of real-world face
images [18]. Among these algorithms, there are quite a
few focusing on designing powerful facial descriptors, either
handcrafted or data-driven. Some examples are the patch-
based LBP codes [19], the learning-based (LE) descriptor
[20], the discriminant face descriptor (DFD) [21], the local
quantized patterns (LQP) [22] and the local higher-order
statistics (LHS) [23]. Other methods, instead of devising an
elaborated representation of the face, aim to learn an appropri-
ate similarity measure to better compare pairs of unconstrained
samples. These metric learning-based techniques have shown a
great potential. Logistic discriminant metric learning (LDML)
[24], cosine similarity metric learning (CSML) [25], pairwise-
constrained multiple metric learning (PMML) [26] and simi-
larity metric learning over the intra-personal subspace (Sub-
SML) [27], are some representative algorithms.
It is worth noting that in unconstrained face pair matching,
there is no additional information to better drive the match-
ing. The only available data is the photometric information
embedded in the image pair. To compensate for the lack
of information, many recent approaches first assemble an
independent background face database to extract some useful
information to help the matching. Generally, the background
face database does not contain pictures of the subjects ap-
pearing in the two images being compared. From a set of
background samples, Wolf. et al defined several similarity
functions to learn a discriminative model exclusive to the pair
of images being compared: one-shot similarity (OSS), two-
shot similarity (TSS) and ranking similarity [19]. In [28], an
additional identity data set was employed for building a set of
either attribute or simile classifiers. For comparing two faces
under significantly different settings, Yin et al. proposed to
“associate” one input face with alike identities from an extra
generic identity data set [29]. Liao et al. [30] proposed an
alignment-free sparse representation approach for partial face
recognition. The gallery descriptors used in this approach were
extracted from a set of background face images together with
one of the two images being compared. In [31], an independent
training set was organized to build a Gaussian Mixture Model
(GMM) [32] on the spatial-appearance features.
B. Cohort Score Normalization
In a typical biometric verification system, the decision on
the identity of the biometric sample is made directly based on
the matching score between the query sample and the claimed
template model. Due to various forms of noise in the data
capturing, the biometric samples are often degraded, making
the straightforward usage of the raw matching score unreliable.
Therefore, post-processing the raw matching score, or score
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Fig. 2. A sample face verification system.
Fig. 3. A sample face verification system augmented with cohort score
normalization.
normalization [33], [34] becomes an essential stage. However,
in many practical applications, only very few samples (or
just one) are available for each subject, making it difficult
to estimate the statistics of the client and impostor classes.
Cohort-based score normalization is a technique used for
mapping the raw matching score to a domain where the
corrupting effect, caused by the large variability on the data,
is reduced. Some information from a set of cohort samples,
i.e., non-matching samples/impostors of the claimed identity,
is required.
Cohort models have been proposed to model language pro-
cessing and lexical retrieval [35]. For biometric applications,
this technique was initially proposed for speaker recognition
[13], [14]. In the literature, the term “background model” was
also used to indicate the same concept [14]. This technique
has been successfully applied to fingerprint verification [36],
face verification [37], multi-biometrics [38] and under-sampled
face identification [39]. Figures 2 and 3 show a conventional
face verification system and the same system augmented with
cohort normalization (face images are from the AR database
[40]). A set of cohort scores is obtained by matching either or
both of the two face images being compared, with the cohort
samples. Score normalization is performed by either estimating
the score distribution parameters from the computed cohort
scores or extracting auxiliary information from the sorted
cohort scores.
In the literature, many cohort-based score normalization
approaches have been proposed. Zero-normalization (Z-norm)
[41] and test-norm (T-norm) [41] are the two most common
algorithms adopted in practical biometric applications. Both
techniques assume that score distribution of each subject
class follows Gaussian distribution, thus use the first and
second order moments of cohort scores for distribution scaling.
However, the cohort scores used in Z-norm are matching
scores between the template and cohort samples, while those
in T-norm are matching scores between the query and cohort
samples. On the other hand, methods proposed in [37], [38],
[42] attempt to exploit the patterns of sorted cohort scores.
Among these approaches, polynomial regression-based cohort
normalization [37] has achieved promising results in some bio-
metric applications. This technique drew its motivation from
the observation that cohort samples sorted by their similarity
to the claimed target model produced a discriminative pattern.
In [37], polynomial regression was proposed to extract this
discriminative information. Note that this technique performs
not only the matching between the query sample and the cohort
samples during the test stage, but also the matching between
each enrolled template and the cohort samples during the
enrollment stage for producing the user-specific cohort rank
orders.
III. PICTURE-SPECIFIC COHORT SCORE NORMALIZATION
In principle, a subject-specific face representation allows
to maximize the discrimination capability for each individual.
This approach requires to develop a computational mod-
el which embodies information which is peculiar for each
subject. By tailoring the analysis to each user, any identi-
ty claim is adapted to the user, or more precisely to the
model associated with the user. The subject-based model is
important because the hypothesis space, made of the score
distributions subjecting to being the same person (match;
genuine user/client; positive class) or a different one (non-
match; impostor; negative class), can be very different from
one user model to another one.
The proposed computational model also agrees with some
psychophysical findings [43]. These suggest that the human
visual system adopt a model formation process for objects,
including faces, by making several continuous comparisons
with other objects, or faces, i.e., by performing repeated
comparative analysis, or pair-wise matching.
The general idea is to apply a polynomial regression-based
cohort normalization to face pair matching under uncontrolled
environments so that it can well normalize against score
distribution variations between the two pictures presented in a
given pair of images. Fig. 4 illustrates the proposed approach.
A. Picture-Specific Cohort Selection
As presented in [37], in a verification system, the distribu-
tion of cohort scores obtained by matching a number of im-
postor and genuine query samples with cohort samples, which
are first sorted with respect to their similarity to the claimed
template, exhibits a discriminative pattern. Consequently, it is
reasonable to assume that in the pair matching scenario, sorted
cohort scores of matching pairs and non-matching pairs imply
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Fig. 4. Framework of picture-specific cohort score normalization for face pair
matching.
similar discriminative patterns. We will verify this assumption
in our latter experiments.
Let (IA,IB) denote a pair of images to be compared and
scO be the raw matching score between IA and IB . Given
an additional fixed cohort set C = {c1, ..., ch, ..., cH}, in
which there are totally H cohort samples, we need to select
an exclusive cohort list for each of IA and IB . We denote the
two picture-specific cohort lists as CA and CB respectively.
Both CA and CB are sorted variants of C, the only difference
among the three sets lies in the rank order of cohort samples.
Before the selection of CA and CB , a set of cohort scores
between each picture of the pair and all the cohort samples in
C are first computed. Cohort samples sorted with respect to
their closeness to IB constitute CA. Let {cA1 , ..., cAh , ..., cAH}
be the H sorted cohort samples in CA, where, cA1 is the most
similar cohort sample to IB , while cAH is the most dissimilar
one. In the same way we can determine the cohort list for
picture IB , that is {cB1 , ..., cBh , ..., cBH}, in which cB1 is the most
similar cohort sample to IA. Next we can get two picture-
specific cohort score lists scA = {scA1 , ..., scAh , ..., scAH} and
scB = {scB1 , ..., scBh , ..., scBH}. The H scores in scA are
matching scores between IA and each cohort sample in CA,
hence scA1 is the matching score between I
A and cA1 .
Hence in our approach, we have two picture-specific cohort
score lists, which are generated using cohort samples sorted
by the reciprocal image. This is different from the approach
proposed in [37], where there is only one user-specific cohort
score list which is generated by cohort samples sorted with
respect to their closeness to the claimed template. With the
two cohort score lists scA and scB , next we focus on how
to extract the discriminative patterns involved in them using
polynomial regression.
B. Extraction of Discriminative Patterns Using Polynomial
Regression
The sorted cohort scores are first considered as discrete
points on a function of rank orders. Specifically, with the two
picture-specific cohort score lists scA and scB obtained above,
we can get the following two functions of rank orders.
scAh = f
A (h) (1)
scBh = f
B (h) (2)
Fig. 5. Cohort score profiles as well as their fitted curves for a matching pair
and a non-matching pair from the LFW database.
where h = 1, 2, ...,H . Next we employ polynomial regression
to approximate the two functions as follows.
fA (h) ≈ wAn hn + wAn−1hn−1 + ...+ wA1 h+ wA0 (3)
fB (h) ≈ wBn hn + wBn−1hn−1 + ...+ wB1 h+ wB0 (4)
where wA = [wA0 , w
A
1 , ..., w
A
n ] and w
B = [wB0 , w
B
1 , ..., w
B
n ]
are the two approximated polynomial coefficient vectors. Fur-
ther, the cohort scores in scA can be approximated by the n+1
coefficients in wA, and scB can be roughly represented by wB .
Now we can use wA and wB to approximately represent the
discriminative patterns included in sorted cohort scores.
To validate the effectiveness of wA and wB on distinguish-
ing matching pairs from non-matching pairs, we show the
cohort score profiles (i.e., scA and scB) of a matching pair
and a non-matching pair from the LFW database as well as
the fitted curves (i.e., wA and wB) in Fig. 5. Note that the
polynomial degree is set to 1, i.e., we use linear function to fit
cohort score profiles. As can be observed, the cohort profiles
versus cohort rank order are very noisy. The discriminative
information between the cohort profiles of matching pair and
those of non-matching pair is not significant. By polynomial
regression, the noise is greatly weakened. As shown in Fig. 5,
the fitted curves clearly show the discriminative patterns.
C. Score Normalization Using Logistic Regression
In this section, we show how to normalize the original
matching score scO using the discriminative patterns wA and
wB extracted from sorted cohort scores. Each of the three
components {scO, wA, wB} contains different discriminative
power and should be aggregated in a reasonable way. We
can fuse these parameters by training a linear SVM [44] or
logistic regression [45] to obtain more discriminative weights
on each parameter using a development data set. As observed
in [37], logistic regression shows the superiority of fusion
performance over SVM on the face modality. Therefore, here
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Fig. 6. Overview of our face pair matching process using cohort score
normalization.
we use logistic regression to approximate the final normalized
score as follows:
scP = P
(
M | scO, wA, wB) (5)
where P
(
M | scO, wA, wB) represents the probability of
being a matching pair. To put it differently, the larger scP
is, the more probable IA and IB come from the same subject.
IV. APPLICATION TO UNCONSTRAINED FACE PAIR
MATCHING
In this section, we show how picture-specific cohort score
normalization can be applied to face pair matching on the
LFW database in detail.
A. The LFW Database
In this data set, more than 13,000 face images were collected
from the web. There are two evaluation settings provided by
the authors of the LFW: image-restricted and unrestricted.
In this paper, we evaluate performance on View 2 under
the restricted setting, which contains 6,000 image pairs. The
image pairs are divided into 10 splits in such a way that the
proportion of matching and non-matching pairs is balanced
(1:1 ratio). Therefore, each split contains 300 matching and
300 non-matching pairs. The performance of an algorithm is
measured by a 10-fold cross validation procedure. For more
details, refer to [12]. There are three versions of the LFW
available: original, funneled and aligned. Here we use the
aligned version in all experiments.
B. Face Pair Matching Framework
The framework of our approach is presented in Fig. 6.
There are mainly four steps involved: preprocessing, feature
extraction, cohort normalization and decision making.
1) Preprocessing: In the aligned version, all the images are
of the same size 250× 250 pixels. At the preprocessing step,
we simply crop the image to remove the background, leaving
only a face area of 150×80 pixels. Note that we do not apply
any photometric approaches at this step.
2) Feature Extraction: For the feature extraction step, we
carry out experiments using four facial descriptors: intensity,
Gabor [6], LBP [7] and SIFT [8]. The intensity feature vector
of length 12, 000 is formed by concatenating all the pixels.
For extracting LBP features, we first divide each image into
non-overlapping blocks of 10 × 10 size and extract a 59-bin
uniform LBP histogram for each block. After concatenating
the histograms of all the blocks, we can get a feature vector
of length 7, 080.
To compute the Gabor feature, we adopt five scales and
eight orientations of the Gabor filters. The final Gabor feature
vector is obtained by concatenating the responses at different
pixels selected uniformly with a 10× 10 down-sampling rate.
The length of the Gabor feature vector is 4, 800. For the
SIFT descriptor, we also divide the image into non-overlapping
blocks of 16× 16 size, and compute a 128D SIFT descriptor
for each block. All descriptors are then concatenated into a
single vector of length 5, 760.
3) Cohort Normalization: The methodology of cohort s-
core normalization has been detailed in the above sections.
Here we present only some points which are related to the
experimental design. For the matching score, we compute both
the Euclidean distance and the Hellinger distance between
two descriptors. As concluded in [37], the degree of polyno-
mial has little impact on the generalization performance, for
simplicity, we employ a linear function to fit the two cohort
score functions fA (h) and fB (h), i.e., n = 1. For logistic
regression, we use l2-penalized logistic regression which leads
to maximum likelihood estimate.
4) Decision Making: After cohort normalization, we can
directly use the normalized score for the final decision. To
achieve this, a threshold needs to be first determined. As de-
scribed above, the normalized score is the probability of being
a matching pair. Hence generally, 0.5 is set as the threshold.
Two images with a matching score higher than the threshold
are classified into the matching pair, and vice versa for those
with matching score lower than the threshold. In this paper,
we use 0.5 as the threshold in experiments where classification
accuracy is used as the performance evaluation measure. While
for those experiments using EER, the threshold is the unique
operating point where the False Accept Rate (FAR) is the same
as the False Reject Rate (FRR) [17].
C. Experimental Results
In this section, we show the experimental results on the
LFW database.
1) Results from Different Individual Descriptor: Our first
set of experiments are designed to test the classification accu-
racy increased by cohort score normalization with individual
facial descriptor. For each of the 10 folds of View 2, we reserve
one out of the 10 splits as the cohort split, another split as
the validation set, and the remaining eight splits for training
logistic regression weights. Note that in the 10 experiments,
the cohort splits are different from one another.
Recall that each split has 600 image pairs, or a total of
1,200 face images. In order to speed up the computation, we
use only 600 randomly selected images from the cohort split
(out of the 1, 200 available) to constitute the final cohort set
for any of 10-fold experiments. It is worth nothing that, we use
the term “cohort split” to represent the split where we choose
cohort samples, while “cohort set” represents the final fixed
cohort set for score normalization, i.e., the before mentioned
C. For CA and CB , we call them “cohort lists”, in which
cohort samples are ordered.
The results are described in Table I. Each type of feature
is tested with the original feature vector (Euclidean distance)
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TABLE I
COMPARATIVE CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY OF DIFFERENT DESCRIPTORS
AND DISTANCES WITH AND WITHOUT COHORT NORMALIZATION.
Intensity Gabor LBP SIFT
Euclidean
(no cohort) 0.6502 0.6985 0.6500 0.7140
Euclidean
(with cohort) 0.6830 0.7560 0.7443 0.7703
Hellinger
(no cohort) 0.6497 0.7100 0.7132 0.7183
Hellinger
(with cohort) 0.6913 0.7680 0.7707 0.7738
and the square root of the feature vector (Hellinger distance).
As shown in Table I, cohort normalization improves about 6%
over the Euclidean distance. With LBP descriptor, we can get
an increased accuracy of almost 9.5%. Using the Hellinger
distance improves the accuracy by about 5%. The highest
accuracy we can get from a single type of feature is 0.7738
using cohort normalization with the Hellinger distance of SIFT
descriptors.
Table I shows the absolute improvement introduced by
cohort normalization. However, it would be more interesting
if the relative improvement of a given system compared to its
respective baseline that is one without using cohort normaliza-
tion, is shown. Since there are 8 independent experiments (due
to 4 facial descriptors and 2 distances), we shall summarize
the results using the relative change of EER [37], [46] with
respect to the performance of the baseline system. Here we
employ EER as the performance measure due to its sensitivity
to minute changes induced by cohort score normalization. The
relative change of EER is given as follows:
rel. change of EER =
EERcohort − EERbaseline
EERbaseline
(6)
where EERcohort is the EER of a given system with cohort
normalization whereas EERbaseline is that of the baseline
(without cohort normalization). A negative change of EER
implies an improvement over the baseline system. This statistic
has the advantage that one can establish confidence intervals of
the relative merit of our approach with respect to the baseline
system. These confidence intervals can be conveniently visu-
alized using a boxplot, where the median, the first and third
quarter as well as the fifth and 95-th percentiles of the data
can be visualized. The relative change of EER for the above
8 individual experiments is illustrated in Fig. 7. As can be
observed, in all of the 8 experiments, our cohort normalization
mechanism improves the baseline system significantly.
2) Comparison with the State-of-the-Art Methods: Next
we compare our cohort normalization based approach with
those state-of-the-art methods on the LFW database. Due to
diverse information used by different algorithms (fusion of
different descriptors as well as different metrics), it is more
reasonable to make comparisons among methods using the
same descriptors and also the same distance metrics. Here,
we choose OSS (the best result of [19]) and LDML [24] as
the control algorithms.
Table II reports the comparative results on the image-
restricted benchmark (“View 2”). Note that here we show only
Fig. 7. Boxplot of the relative change of EER using different descriptors and
distances.
TABLE II
COMPARATIVE CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY ON THE IMAGE-RESTRICTED
BENCHMARK (“VIEW 2”).
Algorithms Euclidean Hellinger
Gabor(C1)-OSS 0.7396 0.7437
LBP-OSS 0.7663 0.7820
SIFT-OSS 0.7576 0.7597
SIFT-LDML-PCA(35) 0.7660 0.7750
SIFT-LDML-PCA(55) 0.7280 0.7280
Gabor-Cohort 0.7560 0.7680
LBP-Cohort 0.7443 0.7707
SIFT-Cohort 0.7703 0.7738
several descriptors since only the results of these descriptors
are provided in the original literature [19], [24]. In comparison
with OSS, cohort score normalization with Gabor and SIFT
features outperforms OSS when using either Euclidean or
Hellinger as the distance measure. With LBP feature, our
approach is slightly worse than OSS. When comparing with
LDML using SIFT feature, the accuracy obtained by LDML
with PCA of dimension 35 is comparable with cohort score
normalization. However, when the dimension of PCA turns
55, the performance of LDML decreases notably, and is much
worse than ours.
V. UNDERSTANDING OF COHORT BEHAVIOR
Though much work has been done in exploiting useful
information from a cohort/background set for unconstrained
face recognition, little is known about the understanding of
cohort behavior. For example, in most literature, the authors
randomly select a set of face images from one/more known
face databases to form the cohort set. To our best knowl-
edge, there is no literature working on how to organize a
good background set for face recognition. Are there any
suggestions we can follow when performing this task? To
achieve a proper understanding of cohort behavior, in this
section, we conduct a set of experiments on both face pair
matching and face verification. For face pair matching, we still
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Fig. 8. Distribution of cohort scores generated by ordered cohort samples for
matching and non-matching pairs using Gabor feature.
use our proposed picture-specific cohort normalization, while
for face verification, we employ polynomial regression-based
cohort normalization proposed in [37]. Note that both cohort
normalization algorithms extract discriminative information
from cohort samples, thus we are interested to explore the
discriminative cohort behavior involved in cohort samples.
A. How Much Can Cohort Alone Help Matching Faces?
1) Discriminative Information Illustration: Now we verify
our former assumption that in face pair matching scenario,
sorted cohort scores of matching pairs and non-matching pairs
imply discriminative patterns, using the LFW database. The
experimental settings are similar to the first set of experi-
ments on testing cohort score normalization with individual
descriptor. However, here we compute cohort scores for only
the eight development splits not for the single evaluation split
due to its limited number of pairs. For each pair, we can
get two picture-specific cohort score profiles scA and scB ,
each of which is a single vector of 600. Recall that the
ordering of the cohort score profile for IA is determined by
IB ; and that of IB is determined by IA. Finally, we can get
a total of 48, 000 (= 2× 300× 8× 10) matching cohort score
profiles and 48, 000 non-matching cohort score profiles. Next
we respectively compute the mean and standard deviation of
matching and non-matching cohort score profiles. Fig. 8 and
Fig. 9 show the distributions using Gabor and LBP features
with Euclidean distance. We observe that the cohort score
profiles of matched image pairs tend to have a higher gradient,
i.e., the scores tend to increase with the rank order, whereas
for non-matched image pairs, the profiles are generally flatter.
Therefore, we have verified the assumption mentioned before
that the cohort score profiles sorted by the reciprocal image
in an image pair contain some discriminative information.
2) Discriminative Information Quantification: Next, we
quantify this discriminative information in order to find out
how much the discriminative patterns from sorted cohort s-
cores alone can help the image pair matching. We use the same
experimental settings as those in the first set of experiments.
Fig. 9. Distribution of cohort scores generated by ordered cohort samples for
matching and non-matching pairs using LBP feature.
TABLE III
COMPARATIVE EERS OF THE RAW SCORE AND COHORT DISCRIMINATIVE
PATTERNS ALONE (WITHOUT THE RAW SCORE).
Intensity Gabor LBP SIFT
scO
(Euclidean) 0.3453 0.3047 0.3477 0.2980
wA + wB
(Euclidean) 0.3603 0.3717 0.3793 0.3557
scO
(Hellinger) 0.3480 0.3000 0.2963 0.2927
wA + wB
(Hellinger) 0.3417 0.3667 0.3587 0.3580
The comparative EERs of using original matching scores and
cohort discriminative patterns are listed in Table III. “scO”
rows are EERs obtained by using only the raw matching score,
while “wA + wB” rows list EERs which are obtained by
using only the discriminative patterns extracted from sorted
cohort scores. To realize this, logistic regression is performed
using only these two approximated parameters without the raw
score. With the Euclidean distance, using the discriminative
patterns leads to EERs 4% higher than those obtained by
using the raw matching score; while this value is 5% with
the Hellinger distance. However, for the intensity feature, both
the baseline and cohort scheme have very comparable EERs.
Indeed, the cohort scheme is slightly better in performance,
having attained 0.3417 compared to its baseline counter that
has an EER of 0.3480.
B. How Do the Choice and the Size of the Cohort Set Affect
the Performance?
In all of the above experiments, for each of the 10 experi-
ments, we have selected the cohort set randomly from a split.
However, we do not know how the choice of any cohort split,
as well as the size of the cohort set, may have impact on
the proposed cohort-based normalization procedure. For this
reason, next we carry out a set of experiments to evaluate the
impact of these two design parameters.
1) Impact of Different Choices: First, we use different splits
as the cohort split but the size of the cohort set remains the
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Fig. 10. Boxplot of EERs with different choices of the cohort set using Gabor
feature.
Fig. 11. Boxplot of EERs with different choice of the cohort set using LBP
feature.
same. Note that for each fold experiment, except the evaluation
split, we can select one split from the other 9 splits for
the cohort split. In other words, we can perform each fold
experiment 9 times, each time using a different cohort split.
With the cohort split (1, 200 images), we still select only
half images for the final cohort set (600 images). We use
the boxplot of EERs to illustrate the impact caused by using
different cohort sets for the 10 folds. The results of Gabor and
LBP descriptors using the Euclidean distance are shown in Fig.
10 and Fig. 11. It can be observed that the choice of the cohort
set introduces an acceptable variation of approximate 1% EER
on the system performance (as measured on the evaluation
split).
2) Impact of Different Sizes: Next, we change the size of
the cohort set. Still on the LFW database, however, we do not
consider all the 10 experiments this time but keep to only one
fold due to the high computational cost, that is, we test only
on one split. Denote the number of images in the cohort split
as M (here M = 1200). We select only m images for the
cohort set. Let the value of m vary from 100 to 900. This
is a “m choose M” problem and is a combinatory problem.
Fig. 12. Mean and standard deviation of EERs as the number of cohort
samples increased.
There are many choices of “m choose M”. For each value
of m, we run 100 random samplings, then compute the mean
and standard deviation of the total 100 EERs. Fig. 12 shows
the results of Gabor and LBP descriptors using the Euclidean
distance. The solid lines represent the mean of EERs, while
the dashed lines represent the standard deviation. As shown in
this figure, the larger the size of the cohort set, the lower the
EER. At the same time, the standard deviation of the EER will
also decrease. In other words, with more cohort samples, one
can get a more stable result to a point before the performance
saturates and slightly reduces.
C. What Impact Will Be Brought about if Using Cohort
Samples of Different Quality?
In the former experiment on exploring different choices of
the cohort set, we determined the cohort set from different
splits. As is known, the images in each of the 10 splits of the
LFW database are all real-world images. Put it differently, the
images in the 10 splits are of similar quality to one another. In
such a way, cohort samples from different splits will lead to
similar cohort normalization performance, which has been ver-
ified by the experiment presented above. To find out the effect
of cohort’s quality on the generalization performance, in this
section, we conduct a set of experiments on both the FRGC
ver2.0 database (following face verification protocols) and the
LFW database (following face pair matching protocols). In
the FRGC ver2.0 database, the experiments are performed
aiming to explore the impact of cohort quality on matching
faces obtained under lab environments (We use “lab faces” to
represent them). On the other hand, through experiments on
the LFW database, we are interested to find out the impact
of cohort quality on matching faces collected from real-world
images (“wild faces”).
1) Impact on Matching Lab Faces: Generally, when build-
ing a template model for each user in the enrollment stage of a
verification system, it is difficult to get a template model which
captures all possible intra-personal variations. Therefore, in
our following experiments, we assume all the template models
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TABLE IV
EIGHT COMBINATIONS OF TARGET, QUERY AND COHORT SAMPLES.
Cohort condition Good query Bad query
Without cohort TQgood TQbad
Good cohort TQgoodCgood TQbadCgood
Bad cohort TQgoodCbad TQbadCbad
Joint cohort TQgoodCjoint TQbadCjoint
are acquired in well controlled conditions, thus having good
quality. For the query samples, it is unknown whether they are
obtained in controlled conditions or not. Hence, we consider
two kinds of query samples: good quality and bad quality. For
the cohort samples, we organize three sets of cohort samples:
good, bad and joint cohort sets. In the good cohort set, all the
cohort face images are captured in well controlled conditions.
While in the bad cohort set, cohort samples are of bad quality.
For the joint cohort set, we include cohort samples with both
good and bad quality. As presented in the former experiment
on exploring the size of the cohort set, cohort sets of different
sizes produce different normalization performance. Hence, to
make a fair comparison among the three cohort sets, we collect
the same number of cohort samples in them.
If we use “T” to represent template models, “Q” to rep-
resent queries and “C” to denote cohort samples, we have a
total of 8 combinations among template models, queries and
cohort samples as shown in Table IV. “TQgood” is the direct
comparison between the target and the query with good qual-
ity, i.e., without cohort score normalization. “TQgoodCgood”
represents using cohort samples of good quality to normalize
the raw matching score between the target and the good query.
The FRGC ver2.0 Database In the FRGC ver2.0 database
[15], the authors provide the researchers with 6 experiments.
For our experiments, we choose face images from the Exper-
iment 4. This experiment is designed to measure progress on
recognition from uncontrolled frontal still images. The target
set consists of controlled still images, and the query set con-
sists of uncontrolled still images. There are a total of 16,028
controlled images and 8,014 uncontrolled images included in
the Experiment 4. These images are from 466 subjects. For
our experiments, we choose 465 subjects to perform a 5-fold
cross validation experiment by dividing the 465 subjects into
5 folds with each containing 465÷ 5 = 93 different subjects.
Finally, we have a total of 15,988 controlled images and 7,994
uncontrolled images. For each fold, we list the number of
controlled images together with that of uncontrolled images
in Table V. For each of the 5-fold experiments, we choose
one fold for the final evaluation, one fold for selecting cohort
samples, and the other three folds for development. In this way,
the identities in the evaluation, development and cohort sets are
disjoint from one another. Furthermore, for the 5 experiments,
we keep their cohort folds different from one another.
Verification and Cohort Configuration When a fold is
chosen for evaluation or development use, we need to deter-
mine which images are used for the target models, which are
for the good queries and which are used for the bad queries.
As listed in Table V, for each fold, the number of controlled
images is twice that of uncontrolled images. Actually, for each
TABLE V
NUMBERS OF CONTROLLED AND UNCONTROLLED IMAGES IN THE 5
FOLDS ON THE FRGC VER2.0 DATABASE.
Fold No 1 2 3 4 5
# controlled images 2,780 3,424 3,264 2,928 3,592
# uncontrolled images 1,390 1,712 1,632 1,464 1,796
subject in the total 93 subjects of one fold, the number of
controlled images is twice that of uncontrolled ones. Hence,
to group all the images in one fold into the target, good
query and bad query sets, we simply use all the uncontrolled
images for the bad query set. For the controlled images of
each of the 93 subjects, we choose half to construct the target
set and the other half for the good query set. In this way,
the numbers of images in the target, good query and bad
query sets are all the same as listed in Table VI. For face
verification, we follow the protocols developed by authors
of the FRGC ver2.0 database. That is, each query sample is
compared with all the target models in the target set. In Table
VI, we also list the total number of matching scores in each
fold together with numbers of genuine scores and impostor
scores. It is worth nothing that, for each fold, we have exactly
the same genuine matches and impostor matches between
“TQgood” and “TQbad”. The only difference between them
lies in the quality of query samples, thus providing a fair
comparison between the two scenarios. Similarly, “TQgoodC-
good” / “TQgoodCbad” / “TQgoodCboth” and “TQbadCgood”
/ “TQbadCbad” / “TQbadCboth” include the same genuine
matches and impostor matches. Finally, the large numbers
of both genuine and impostor comparisons guarantee the
reliability of our experimental results.
If a fold is chosen for the cohort use, we need to select
images from this fold for the good, bad and joint cohort
sets. First, we separate the whole fold into three partitions
as the above target, good query and bad query sets. Next,
we randomly select 700 images from the good query set to
construct the good cohort set. Similarly, we select the same
700 images from the bad query set for the bad cohort set. Note
that the difference between the 700 images in the good and
bad cohort sets lies in only the quality. In other words, 700
good cohort samples and 700 bad cohort samples are from the
same subjects, and each subject contains the same number of
good and bad cohort samples. Finally, we choose half images
from the good cohort set and half images from the bad cohort
set to construct the joint cohort set. In this way, all the good,
bad and joint cohort sets include 700 images.
Feature Extraction and Cohort Normalization Before
performing feature extraction, all the images are geometrically
normalized to a fixed size. With the provided coordinates of the
four eye corners, we compute the coordinates of the two eye
centers. After the location of eye centers, the distance between
the eye centers is set as 60 pixels. Finally, all the images
are normalized to the size of 110 × 80. Several normalized
examples are shown in Fig. 13. For feature extraction, we
work on Gabor [6] and LBP [7] features. Following the same
settings to those presented in Section IV. B, we can get Gabor
feature vectors of length 3,520 and LBP of length 5,192.
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TABLE VI
VERIFICATION CONFIGURATION OF THE 5 FOLDS ON THE FRGC VER2.0 DATABASE.
Fold No 1 2 3 4 5
# target models 1,390 1,712 1,632 1,464 1,796
# good queries 1,390 1,712 1,632 1,464 1,796
# bad queries 1,390 1,712 1,632 1,464 1,796
# total matches 1,932,100 2,930,944 2,663,424 2,143,296 3,225,616
# genuine matches 32,092 44,608 41,048 36,464 49,064
# impostor matches 1,900,008 2,886,336 2,622,376 2,106,832 3,176,552
Fig. 13. Some aligned images from the FRGC ver2.0 database. (a) images
with good quality; (b) images with bad quality.
For the matching score, we compute the cosine similarity
between two descriptors. For cohort normalization, we employ
polynomial regression-based cohort normalization to extract
discriminative information from cohort samples [37]. The
polynomial degree remains 1. For logistic regression, we still
use l2-penalized logistic regression.
Experimental Results As described above, our experiment
is a 5-fold cross validation experiment. We summarize the
mean EERs of the 5 experiments in Table VII. We use “Czero”
to represent the baseline system without cohort score normal-
ization, i.e., the systems “TQgood” and “TQbad” in Table IV.
Obviously, systems with cohort score normalization, no matter
using what kind of cohort samples, outperform the baseline
systems. Interestingly, we find that, for matching lab faces
with cohort score normalization, the quality of cohort samples
indeed matters. For recognizing query samples obtained under
well controlled lab environments, using cohort samples of
good quality achieves the best performance. For matching
bad queries, using “Cgood” and “Cjoint” obtains the similar
performance. With bad cohort samples, cohort normalization
leads to much worse performance than with good cohort
samples. For example, for Gabor and LBP features, using
“Cbad” leads to 4.13% and 5.20% higher EERs than using
“Cgood”. As shown in Table VII, with good cohort samples,
“TQgoodCgood” gets 5.37% and 2.85% lower EERs than
the baseline system “TQgood” for Gabor and LBP features.
The figures for the comparison between “TQbadCgood” and
“TQbad” are 6.22% and 8.55%.
2) Impact on Matching Wild Faces: To study the impact
of cohort quality on matching wild faces, next we perform
a series of experiments on the LFW database. We follow the
same experimental settings to those in Section IV. B, however,
TABLE VII
MEAN EERS OF THE 5-FOLD EXPERIMENTS ON LAB FACE VERIFICATION
WITH THREE DIFFERENT COHORT CONDITIONS.
Feature Query Czero Cgood Cbad Cjoint
Gabor Qgood 0.1123 0.0586 0.0853 0.0700Qbad 0.2867 0.2245 0.2658 0.2122
LBP Qgood 0.0746 0.0461 0.0568 0.0497Qbad 0.3185 0.2330 0.2850 0.2280
employ only Gabor and LBP features. Recall that for each of
the 10-fold cross validation experiments, we select from one
split 600 images to construct the cohort set. For these cohort
samples, we use “Cwild” to represent their quality due to the
fact that they are selected from real-world images.
Lab Cohort Selection In addition, we employ also lab
faces for the cohort use to help matching wild faces. The lab
cohort samples used in the following experiments are chosen
from the FRGC ver2.0 database. Similarly, we consider lab
cohort of three different quality conditions: “Cgood”, “Cbad”
and “Cjoint”. We use the same 5 folds as those used in the
former experiments on the FRGC ver2.0 database. For each
of the 5 folds, we select 1,200 images from the good query
set and the same 1,200 images from the bad query set. Next,
we choose half good query for one good cohort set (“Cgood”
with 600 images) and the same half bad query for one bad
cohort set (“Cbad” with 600 images). The corresponding joint
cohort set consists of half “Cgood” images (300 images) and
half “Cbad” images (300 images). In this way, all the good,
bad and joint cohort sets contain 600 images. Similarly, the
other half good query (1, 200 − 600 = 600 images) and
corresponding bad query (1, 200−600 = 600 images) are used
to construct another “Cgood” and “Cbad” sets. Half “Cgood”
and half “Cbad” constitute their corresponding “Cjoint” set.
In such a way, for each of the 5 folds, we can generate 2
{“Cgood”, “Cbad”, “Cjoint”}. That is, finally we have a total
of 10 {“Cgood”, “Cbad”, “Cjoint”}, which can then be used to
perform cohort normalization for the 10-fold cross validation
experiments on the LFW database.
It is worth nothing that, in the 10-fold experiments, the
{“Cgood”, “Cbad”, “Cjoint”} are different from one another.
Recall that in each of the 10 experiments, the “Cwild” sets
are also different from one another. In other words, each of
the 10 experiments has their own {“Cgood”, “Cbad”, “Cjoint”,
“Cwild”}.
Lab Face Alignment Using lab faces to help matching
wild faces, first, we need to geometrically normalize them to
a common coordinate system. We choose to align lab faces
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Fig. 14. Lab face alignment. (a) alignment template building; (b) wild faces
and aligned lab faces.
TABLE VIII
MEAN EERS OF THE 10-FOLD EXPERIMENTS ON WILD FACE PAIR
MATCHING WITH FOUR DIFFERENT COHORT CONDITIONS.
Feature Czero Cgood Cbad Cjoint Cwild
Gabor 0.3047 0.3020 0.2953 0.2857 0.2537
LBP 0.3477 0.2917 0.2857 0.2657 0.2570
according to the wild ones. As is known, faces in the FRGC
ver2.0 database are frontal still faces. To build an alignment
template, we select a set of nearly frontal images from the
LFW database and then use a publicly available tool [47] to
automatically locate four eye corners on each face image.
The four eye corners are then used to determine the two
eye centers. Fig. 14 (a) illustrates our approach on building
the alignment template. The size of the template is equal
to the size of the LFW face images, i.e., w = h = 250.
The two eye centers of the template are set as the average
positions of eye centers of those selected nearly frontal LFW
faces. With the two eye centers, we can calculate the distance
between them (d = 46) as well as the midpoint of them
([dx, dy] = [125, 113]). Finally, lab faces from the FRGC
ver2.0 database can be geometrically normalized using this
built template. In Fig. 14 (b), we show two wild faces and
two aligned lab faces.
Experimental Results The mean EERs of the 10-fold ex-
periments are reported in Table VIII. Differing from the result
of matching lab faces, for matching wild faces, using cohort
samples of good quality achieves the worst performance. With
“Cbad” and “Cjoint”, cohort normalization achieves slightly
better performance than with good cohort samples. The best
performance is obtained by using wild cohort samples. For
example, for Gabor and LBP features, using “Cwild” leads
to 4.83% and 3.47% lower EERs than using “Cgood”. These
results suggest using cohort samples selected from real-world
images achieve better performance than using cohort samples
obtained under lab environments, when matching wild faces.
TABLE IX
SIX COMBINATIONS OF TARGET, QUERY AND COHORT SAMPLES.
Cohort condition Good query Bad query
Without cohort TQgood TQbad
Good cohort 1 TQgoodCgood1 TQbadCgood1
Good cohort 2 TQgoodCgood2 TQbadCgood2
TABLE X
COHORT CONFIGURATION OF THE 5 FOLDS ON THE FRGC VER2.0
DATABASE.
Fold No 1 2 3 4 5
Cgood1
# cohort samples 694 716 702 718 712
# subjects 71 63 64 71 61
min # samples/subject 2 2 2 2 2
max # samples/subject 20 24 24 24 24
Cgood2
# cohort samples 694 716 702 718 712
# subjects 22 20 21 21 19
min # samples/subject 22 32 28 26 32
max # samples/subject 44 44 42 40 42
D. A Cohort Set with the Maximum or the Minimum Possible
Number of Subjects?
To find the answer of the last question proposed in Section
I, in this section, we perform a set of experiments on the
FRGC ver2.0 database focusing on lab face verification. As
shown in the above experiments, for matching lab faces,
cohort normalization with good cohort samples can lead to
an obvious improvement to the baseline system. Hence, in the
following experiments, we use only good cohort samples for
cohort normalization. We organize two different cohort sets.
The first cohort set contains as many subjects as possible,
each subject with the fewest possible samples. While there
are the fewest possible subjects, each subject with as many
samples as possible, in the second cohort set. We use the
same 5 folds as those used in the former experiments on the
FRGC ver2.0 database. If a fold is chosen for the cohort use,
we select only cohort samples captured under well controlled
environments for constituting our two cohort sets. The 6
combinations of target, query and cohort samples are listed in
Table IX. Here, we use “Cgood1” to represent the first cohort
set and “Cgood2” for the second cohort set. In comparison
with the systems in Table IV, only the cohort conditions are
changed. The other experimental settings remain fixed. Thus,
the verification configuration of the 5 folds remains the same
as that listed in Table VI. We describe the cohort configuration
of the 5 folds in Table X. For each fold, the numbers of cohort
samples of both “Cgood1” and “Cgood2” are the same. In
Table X, we list not only the number of subjects in each cohort
set, but also the minimum and maximum numbers of samples
of each subject.
We summarize the results in Table XI. As observed, for
matching either good or bad queries, cohort normalization with
“Cgood1” and “Cgood2” leads to similar performance.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduced picture-specific cohort score
normalization to pair matching of faces captured from news
articles on the web. With the proposed framework, we showed
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TABLE XI
MEAN EERS OF THE 5-FOLD EXPERIMENTS ON LAB FACE VERIFICATION
WITH TWO DIFFERENT COHORT SETS.
Feature Query Czero Cgood1 Cgood2
Gabor Qgood 0.1123 0.0607 0.0618Qbad 0.2867 0.2240 0.2273
LBP Qgood 0.0746 0.0471 0.0480Qbad 0.3185 0.2348 0.2337
that the cohort information alone has a certain discrimination
power which is just marginally worse than the raw matching
score. When this information is properly extracted, i.e., us-
ing polynomial regression in our case; and is appropriately
combined with the raw matching scores, i.e., using logistic
regression, we nearly always observed an improvement in the
system performance over the baseline system. We validated
our approach on the LFW database and achieved competitive
performance with the current state of the art. In addition to
the above finding, we have also improved our understanding
on the behavior of cohort normalization. In particular, a larger
cohort set size gives more stable and often better results to a
point before the performance saturates and slightly reduces.
For the impact of cohort quality, cohort samples with dif-
ferent quality indeed produce different cohort normalization
performance. Generally, for matching lab faces, using cohort
samples of good quality leads to much better performance
than using bad cohort samples. However, for matching wild
faces, using cohort samples obtained under well controlled lab
environments achieves much worse performance. In contrast,
using wild cohort leads to the best performance. Furthermore,
the results have shown that the selection of a cohort set, when
including only cohort samples with good quality, between the
maximum and the minimum possible numbers of subjects has
little impact on lab face verification performance. These results
can provide researchers with useful suggestions on organizing
a suitable cohort/background set for face recognition.
As biometric systems are expected to operate under chal-
lenging conditions, cohort normalization certainly offers an
option to render them more robust. As presented above,
when using background samples, researchers try to exploit
not only discriminative information from them but also some
other helpful information such as identity and representative
information. Thereby, to achieve a thorough understanding of
background behavior, much more efforts need to be made by
using different background-based approaches.
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